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About This Game

Sunburnt is a multiplayer zombie survival game where guns WON’T help you! Zombie outbreaks have struck the country, and
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only a few humans have survived. Conventional weapons have little effect on the dead but they have a weakness…

Light and intensely painful sunburns!

In ‘Survival Mode’ players will fight alone or together at night against waves of zombies. Days are safe & short, once the sun
rises players have a limited time to loot the map for weapons/items to help them survive the looming darkness which awaits

them.
Make a stand and fight for as long as you can, competing with friends for the best score.

Current game features

 Fully functional 5 player multiplayer support.

 Lobby with server settings, quick game with search filters and Steam integration.

 Town center map with all accessible buildings and many lootable containers.

 Evolving day/night wave system that makes the game more challenging with every wave, throwing hundreds of zombies
at you.

 Intricate zombie AI with line of sight, hearing and horde behaviour.

 Intuitive player, weapon and container inventory systems.

 Various light based weapons with different powers and rarity levels.

 Thought out item spawn system with logical spawn locations for specific items.

 Cooperative gameplay with player revive and kill assist systems.

 UI with item highlight, hints and menu systems.

 Full Xbox controller gamepad support.

 Some other fun surprises.

Planned game features

 More maps (various town areas such as suburbia, train station/depot and others).

 More light based weapons, traps and other items.

 Air drops.

 Stand-Off locations.

 In game merchant offering rare items and services in exchange for points/credits you have accumulated throughout the
game session.

 A campaign game mode where the survivors will have to complete objectives in order to be rescued and escape with
their lives.

 Mechanics polish and overall performance improvements.
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 More zombie types and behaviors.

 More playable characters.

 Steam achievements

 Leaderboards
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Title: Sunburnt
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Static Shell Studios
Publisher:
Static Shell Studios
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The best way to describe Too Angry To Space is you took Doom '93 and made it into a side scrolling run-n-gun game like
Contra. And oddly, that's exactly what the story to this game is, where you're the last remaining survivor on a space station after
an alien infestation overran it, killing everyone else but you. Now, it's up to you to get to the exit after you slaughter everything
in your path.

It won't be easy getting there, though and there are times where you will die. A lot. Okay, perhaps very often, because this game
will not give you a tutorial of how to do stuff. Everything is given to you at the start including the rules and it's up to you to
figure out how to do it. There's no hand-holding involved. No strategy guides, no waypoints telling you where to go, no objective
lists telling you what to do next, none of that. It's just you and 14 levels of old school shoot 'em up action that will get harder and
harder the longer it goes.

Now, comes the question. Do I recommend this? Yes, but in a limited capacity, because this game will kick
your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665if you come into it unprepared. And on top of that, it's at a really good price, so you're
really not gonna break your wallet in half.. As good as the first one. Mods, cards and achievements, and insults, what more could
you ask for?. 3 buck for 3 survey missions. Not worth it.. Nice for a couple of hours or as a short demo, but not a complete
game.. The original game that started it all. While it doesn't have as many features as the sequels, it's still very nice to pick up
once in a while.

Soundtrack is very good for an early 2000's game. When I played Classic, much of the music is VERY recognizable from 2
(first few parts) and Twist (Blitz: 1 MINUTE REMAINING). Come Action mode, you won't be prepared.. I have one word for
this: SH*T. I thought this was a Music Maker, not a Beat Maker XD Or else I wouldn't have rented it. an entertaining and very
funny game.
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This is one of the first HOGs I played, and they nailed it right out of the box. I'm a fan of creepy sanitariums and asylums, so
this is right up my alley. Like all HOGs, the length of time that it takes to play only adds up to around 4-5 hours, but the
storyline is very gripping. This last time I played, thanks to Steam, I went straight through the main game without stopping,
realizing that I was getting close to bedtime :P
I don't tend to listen to the music so much, there's too much background noise going on in the house to worry about it. And
there's no voice acting to worry about, which sometimes can be a bad thing if you're looking for more realism. However, the
graphics are terrific. Also, the map shows you where to go to do things, but it doesn't have an auto feature to take you where you
need to go next.. Okay... so I saw this game when watching GDC live update from Steam Database, "zukalous" is the developer's
name IIRC. And it's very cheap too (around $0.6 in Vietnam, even with no discount).

I only played 5 minutes since I already had a ton of games in backlog. This one is, however, better than I expected although it's
surprisingly hard. You play as a random guy/girl/robot with two difficulty levels, and can be selected. You have no special
ability (think of it as Megaman in Megaman 1, but without Mega Buster - only moving and jumping).

The gameplay is dead simple: Get to the goal, bypassing any obstacles that get in your way. But trust me, it's harder than saying.

For the score, something around 8/10 is good enough to describe this game.

To developer: You should implement Steam Cloud save feature.. Oh it's rubbish, just rubbish. The voice acting is laughable but
after the first few scenes you're not getting any joy from laughing and the interactions are frustrating. It's a lazily put together
game, especially in terms of cut scenes and the actual mechanics are quite stodgy.. This game has a lot of promise. The aesthetic
and gameplay work really well together for the right feel. I enjoyed the little touches like scan resolution being tied directly to
the battery power. The radial scanning view is a neat concept that forces you to tap into that ever shrinking memory system that
we as a society have been trying so hard to phase out.

The limitations of the drone view add to the tension in a good way. The game reminds you that it is important to pay attention
instead of just forcing your face into the dirt like these type of games can.

Paying for this game is an investment into a solid game concept that I believe will mature into a great game!. just crash into
eachother lol
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